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TWO.MINUTE PROBLEMS

Q1T.l

As one approaches the bottom of a body of water,
the circles shown in figure Q1.3 for water waves moving
along the water's surface become increasingly vertically
flattened ellipses. This means that the waves near the
body's bottom are more (A) transverse or (B) longitudinal
than those near the

surface?

J

Q1T.2

Imagine a series of mutually repelling ring magrrets
strung along a nearly frictionless horizontal rigid rod. If
one jostles a magnet near one md of the rod, it can cause
a wave of disturbance to move down the rod through the
other magnets. Will this be a (A) transverse or (B) longitudinal wave?

As a sinusoidal wave's wavenumber increases, the
wave's wavelength (in a non-dispersive medium)

wave's angular frequency is proportional to its wavmumber. T or F?

wave's period is proportional to its wavelength. T or F?

Q1T.9 If one sound

Increases.

B. Decreases.
C. Doesnotchange.

Q1T.4

Q1T.7 In a specific non-dispersive medium, a sinwoidal

Q1T.8 In a specific non-dispersive medium, a sinusoidal

Q1T.3

A

Consider wiggle formula w(t, x) = f(bx * ct) for a
trarsverse wave, wheie b and c are constants and /( ) is
some arbitrary function. Is this a traaeling wave model? If
so, in what direction does it travel?
A. In the *r direction.
B. In the -r direction.
C. The wave does not move.
D. In the y or z direction because the wave is transverse.

Q1T.6

is 20 dB louder than another sound, its

intensity is

A sinusoidal wave's angular frequency is (A) larger,

(B) smaller, or (C) the s€rme as its frequenry in cycles/s.

A. 2 times greater.
B. 20 times greater.
C. 100 times greater.
D. 200 times greater.
E. We need to know the actual sound

level 30 db to 50 db
represents a different factor of intensity increase than
60 db to 80 db (for example).

Q1T.5 Equation Q1.11 implies that a sinusoidal wave's
phase speed depends on its wavelength. T or F?
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343

'+Q18.6

Sound waves move through air at a speed of about

m/s. Compute the wavelength of the following sinu-

soidal sound waves:
(a) waves from an organ pipe playrng middle C (260H2)
(b) the highest audible pitch (=2Q,ggg 11";
(c) the lowest audible pitch (=20 Hz)

A sinusoidal wave moving down a taut rope has
an observed wavelength of 2.0 m and a period of 0.5 s.
What are k and c..r for this wave? What is this wave's phase
speed.?

QlB,7

Electromagnetic waves move at the speed of light
10E m/s). What are the approximate wavelmgths
of the following types of electromagnetic waves?
(a) radio waves on the AM band (=1000 kHz)
(b) radio waves on the FM band (=100 MFIz)
(c) EM waves in a microwave oven (=30 GHz)

= 3.0 x

Sound waves move tlrough air at a speed of about
U3 n/s. What would be the frequency of a sound wave
that has a wavelength of 1 m? 1 inch? L mm?
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Q18.4

Visible light has wavelengths between 700 run and
about 400 nm. If light really is an electromagnetic wave,
then what are the corresponding frequencies of these

Consider the sinusoidal traveling wave shown in

.the figure below (this is a snapshot at a certain instant of
time). Assume the wave travels at 1.0 m/s.

Q78.2
(c

:

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

o5'%1s20

What is the wave's amplitude?
14/hat is its wavenumber k?
V[hat is its angular frequenry c.r?
What is its period 7?
What is its frequmcyf

waves?

Q1B.5 A sinusoidal traveling water wave has an observed
wavelength of 25 cm and a frequency of 0.60 Hz. What are
k and ar for this wave? What is this wave's phase speed?

Q18.8

Mars is about 1.52 times farther from the sun than
the earth is. Igrroring atnospheric effects, the intmsity of
sunlight falling on Mars's surface should be about what
factor smaller than that falling on the earth?
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Pluto is roughly rt() times farther from the sun than lQlM.6 The phase speed ld I of a traveling transverse wave
the earth is. Ignoring atnospheric effects, the intensity of
on a flexible string can plausibly depmd only on two
sunlight falling on Pluto's .surface should be about what quantities, the tension force I F1l on the string (which tells
factor smaller than thit falling on the earth?
you how strongly the string is pulled back toward equilibrium whm it is disturbed) and the string's mass per unit
length p (which tells you about how long it takes the string
Q18.10 If the pitdr of sinusoidal sound waves received by
anobserverlisteningtoanapproachingsourceisabout5% to respond to a given restoring force). Assume that the
higher than the natural frequmcy of those waves, how fast speed depends on some product of powers of these quanis the source moving toward the observer?
if these assumptions are true, dimensional

QlB.9

lf;,r*r#

Q18.11 'One typically sets a car or room stereo so that the
sor:nd level at one's ear is about 100 dB. The sound level
of a whisper is about t10 dB. About how many more times
intense is the stereo sound than the whisper?

QlB.12 An ambulance that produces sinusoidal sound
waves is moving away from an observer on the ground at
a speed of 34 m/s (about 76 mi/h). By about what factor
will the pitdr heard by the observer differ from that heard
in the ambulance cab?

Modeling

(Q1.23)

where C is some unknown unitless constant. 0t tums out
that C = 1, as problem Q1D.1 shows.)
The phase speed I i I of a sound wave in air plausibty
depends on the air's ambient pressure p0 (which expresses
how strongly a bit of compressed air wants to refum to

Q1M.7

equilibrium) and the air density

ps

(which expresses how

long it takes the air to respond to a givm pressure change).
Assume that the speed is some product of powers of these

quantities.

Sinusoidal waterwaves are created 120 km offshore (a) Show that if these assumptions are true, dimensional
analysis requires that
by an earthquake near a small island. Observers in helicop
ters above the island report that the waves have an ampli(Q1.24)
tude of about 2.0 m, a w-avelmgth of 15 m, and a frequency
lil : C lf\
of about 0.5 FIz. How long do lifeguards on the mainland
have to evacuate beaches before the waves arrive?
where C is an unknown unitless constant.
CI) The speed of sound is about 343 m/s at a standard air
Q1M.2 Imagine that a geologist is measuring the seismic
pressure and density of 1.0 x 105 N/m'? and 7.2 kg / ro:.3,
waves produced by a volcano using two seismographs,
respectively. Use this inforrration to evaluate C.

QlM.1

one 12 km and another 17 km from the volcano. During
one volcano earthquake, the waves feel like the rocking of
a boat at a frequency of 1.5H2 and an amplitude of about
1 cm. The geologrst later notices that the closer seismograph registered the waves about 0.85 s sooner than the
other. What was the approximate wavelength of the waves
during this episode?

Q1M.3 A typical earthquake produces two types of seismic.waves. P (?rimary") seismic waves are longitudinal
waves that move through the earth's upper crust at about
3lcn/s to 5 km/s (depending on the cmst composition).

S ("secondary") waves are transverse waves that move
about 50% slower. An observer with a seismograph can
distinguish between these types of waves. If an observer
receives the P waves from an earthquake about L2 s before
the S waves, roughly how far is the observer from the epicenter? (Give an approximate range.)

Q1M.4 If you move 4 times farther away from a speaker, by
about how mudr will the sound level decrease in decibels?
Q1M.5 A helium-neon laser produces Ught with a peak

Q1M.8 How loud (in decibels) must a sound be to deliver
the same wave intensity you would receive in light and
heat from a 10GW light 5 m away?

{rfvf.e

The waves you are most likely to feel during an

earthquake are surface waves called Raleigh waves. These

waves are forsred when longitudinal ('P") and transverse ("S") seismic waves moving through the body of the
earth's crust interact with eadr other at the earth's surface.

Rul"iCh waves involve circular motions just like water
waves, and feel like being in a rodcing boat. As discwsed
in problem Q1M.3, P waves move at a speed of between
3 km/s and 5 km/s through the rock of the upper crust,
and S waves about 50% as fast. R"teigh waves in turn
travel at about 90% the speed of S waves.
Some people have daimed to see the ground defornin
response to Raleigh waves during an earthquake. For 2-Hz
Raleigh waves, about how long a flat space or road would
you need to see a fulI wavelength of the wave? Would a
football field be large enough?

wavelength of 633 nm when at rest. Ima-gine that such a Derivations
laser is being carried on a spaceship. If you observe light
from the spaceship's Laser to have a wavelength of 510 nm, QLD.1 Here is one way to derive the speed of transverse
at least how fast is the spaceship moving? Is it moving waves on a stretched spring. Consider a pulse traveling
towardyouoraway?
down a string at a constant speedldl. Let us choose to
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Q28.9

\,

Q28.1

Consider the triangle-shaped waves shown in the
drawing below. Each wave moves with a speed of 5 crn/s
in the direction indicated. Draw separate graphs showing
what the superposition principle implies that the combined wave should look like at2s,3 s,4 s, and 6 s.

CH

To tune a woodwind instrument, one pulls apart or
pushes together two sections of the instrummt.
(a) lrt/hy does this change the instrument's pitch?

(b) How is this related to the purpose of the slide on

Modeling
Q2M.1 A concert flute,

as you can see from figure Q2.13 is
about 2 ft long. Its lowest pitch is middle C (about262Hz).
On the basis of this evidence, should we consider a flute to
be a pipe that is open at both ends or at just one end? (Ihe
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Q28.2

Consider the sawtooth-shaped waves shown in the
drawing below. Each wave moves with a speed of 5 on/s
in the direction indicated. Draw separate Saphs showing
what the supelposition principte implies that the coinbined wave should look like at2 s, 3 s, 4 s, and 6 s.
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Q2B.3

Suppose we have a string 1..2 m long and fixed at
both ends. We adjust the tension on the string until the
speed of waves on the string is 24 m/ s. IrVhat is the fre-

quenry of the string's fundamental mode of oscillation?

end of the flute farthest from the mouthpiece is dearly
open. The other end of the flute seems to be dearly closed,
so if you claim that the flute is open at both ends, you
should try to explain where the other opm end is.)

Q2M.2 Suppose a string on an acoustic guitar is 25 in.
long between its fixed ends. As we saw in chapter Q1, *re
speed 9{ waves on a stretched string is ltl = llFrl1 p,1'r2,
where lFl l is the magnitude of the tension force on the
string and p is the string's mass per unit length. The highest E string on such a gurtar has a pitch of about 329 Hz.
Assume that string has a rnass per unit length of 0.2 g/m.
(a) What tension force must be applied to this string?
(b) By what fraction would we have to increase the tension to tune the string up to G (392H2)?
You may lnow that if you inhale helium, your voice
sounds strange and high-pitched if you talk as you exhale
the helium. lVhy is this? (Hints:Yow sinuses are resonating
chambers. of air that emphasize certain pitches produced

Q2M.3

Q28.4 An orgdn pipe open at both ends is 2.2 m long.
What is the frequency of the fundamental mode of the air
in the pipe?

Q28.5 An organ pipe open at both ends has a fundamental
frequency of 440 Hz (concert A). What is the length of this
pipe? What are the frequencies of its first three harmonics?

Q2B.6 An organ pipe closed at one end has

a fundamental frequenry of 220H2 (Abelow middle C). What is this
pipe's length? What are the frequencies of its first three
harrronics?

Q28.7

a

trombone?

Suppose we have a string i.5

*

lot g that is fixed

at both ends. We adjust the string's tension so the string's
fundamental frequenry is 100 FIz. What is the frequency of

the nomral mode of the string's oscillation that has three
antinodes?

Q28.8

Suppose we have an organ pipe that is closed at one
end. The pipe's length is such that the fundamental fre.
quency of its air colunn is 230 Hz. \Ay'hat is the frequency
of the normal mode that has two internal antinodes (not
counting the antinode at the closed end)?

Figure 02.13
A woman playing a flute (Credit: @ CMCD/Getty lmages)
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Suppose the distance between two slits in a given
experiment is d = 0.050 mm and that the distance between
the slit mask and the display screen is D : 1.5 m. If the
distance between adjacent bright spots (for low a) is
2.0 crr on the screen, what is the wavelength of the light

Q38.3

Q38.12 Light with a wavelength of 533 nm goes through a
narrow slit. The angle between the fust minimum on one

involved?
Suppose the distance between two slits in a given
experiment is d = 0.04O mm and that the distance between
the slit mask and the display screen is D : 2.5 m. If the
distance between adjacent bright spots (for low n) is 3.0 crn

Q3B.4

on the screen, what is the wavelength of the light involved?

Q38.5

Suppose the

side of the central maximum and the fust mininum on the
other side is 1.2'. What is the width of the slit?

Q38.13 Light with a wavelength rt41 nm goes through a slit.
On a screen 2.0 m away, the width of the diffraction pattern's central peak is 1.5 crr. What is the width of the slit?
Q38.14 The beam of light emitted from a laser has a wavelength of 633 nm and an initial width of 1.0 mm. What
is the diameter of the beam when it reaches the moon
(384,000 km away)?

light source for a two-slit interfer-

of Modeling

provi-cles red light with a wavelength
"*p&i*"r,t
633 nm. If this light is sent througha pair of slits separated .
by a distance d = 0.040 mm, find the spacing between adja-+

e*ce

cent bright spots of the interference pattem when it is
played 6n a screen 3.2 m from the

slits.

dis-

You are setting up a pair of PA speakers on a field in
preparation for an outdoor event. Each speaker is 0.65 m
wide, and the speakers are separated by 8.2 m. To test the
speakers, your coworker plays a single tone through the

$M.1

Q38.6 Suppose the light sonrce for a two-slit interference speakets whose frequency is t140 Hz. You are standing 52 m
i provides-yellow light with a waveleri'gth'of directly in front of the speakers and facing them' Rou€lrll
"*p"ti*e
right to
5Zb nm. ff this light is ient through a pair of slits separated how far would you have to walk to your left or

by a distance a 1 O.OSO mm, sho:w that the angle between hear the sound amplitude drop almost to zero? How much
tft" Utight spot corresponding to n = 0 and thJbright spot farther would you have to go to hear the amplitude go

back to its original strength?
corresp-onding to n =1is about 1.1'. If the display screen is
l
a distance D = 2.4m from the slits, show that the distance
antennas 50 m apartlroadcast a synchroradio
Two
Q3M.2
between these bright spots on the screen is about 4.6 cm.
nized signalwith a frequency of 100 MHz. Imagine thatwe
antennas' At this distance'
Explain in terms of wave concePts why sounds have a. detector 5'0 km from the

Q3B.7

emitted from a person's mouth can be
equally well in

all'directlons

what is the separation betwem adjacent "briSht -tp9b"
in the interference pattem along a line parallel to the line

ft"*i uf*or1

between the antennas?

Q3B's As you are just about to round a **11{.1: H*qt*.3
If we hold rwo flashtights parallet, will they create
two people talking some distance around the comer. OneT
a clear'interference pattern in the region where the two
has a deep voice, and the other has a high
w}:ry not'
voice more easily carries around the comei?

Q3B.9 A stereo speaker

o:*

";;.-d;
#jil."*'

30 csr wide sounds a pure 1250-F{z

Q3M.4 When you connect stereo speakers to an amplifier,

it is important that the speakers be connected in phase, so
that i-f a signal from the amplifier pushes the cone of one
speaker out at a givm time, it pushes the cone of the other

note. Within what angle from the forward direction would

you be able to hear this note (in a perfectly absorbing
room)?

Q3B.10 Ocean waves with an amplitude of 2.0 m arid a
wavelmgth of 15 m go through a 55-m opening in a breakwater that is shaped like a line and protects a body of
water shaped like a square 800 m on a side between the
breakwater, the beach, and two rocky ridges on either side.
Draw a sketch of this situation that accurately and quantitatively illustrates the angle through which the waves
are dlffracted. (Also show your work in computing that
angle.) Indicate some points on your sketch where boats
within the breakwater will feel little wave motion.

overlap? Explain at least two reasons

speaker out at the same time. Reversing the two wires connecting one of the speakers to the amplifier will make it
so that the same signal pushes one speaker cone out but
pulls the other one in. Explain why this could be a problem, or at least undesirable. Would you still be able to hear

the mubic?

Q3M.5 TWo sets of sinusoidal line waves approach

each

other from opposite directions. These waves have exactly
the same amplitude and wavelength. I fh* they overlap,
wiJl they constructively interfere, cancel each other out, or
do something else? Describe as carefully as you can what
will happen when these waves meet.

Q38.11 Sound waves from a stereo system inside a house
go through a partially open sliding patio door to the yard Q3M.6 How big a speaker would you need to create a
6utside. ft the door opening were 12 crn wide, what would directed beam of sound waves with a frequency of 440 Hz
whose total width increases by only 5 m for every 1.00 m
be the lowest frequency of sounds that would not be diffracted in essentially all directions through that

opening?

the beam goes forward?
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o',,H"'?,,T:#flT:$:1*"::'i"iriffi"in"o;:[;:il
with which the electron beam sweeps across the face of
the screen). This sound 19 ydiU}e
youngsters and
lo .r.ro-st
some adults who haven't lost their high-frequenc-y h3ring. Inagine that a TV set is on (with the "mute" on) in-

as you walk by in the hallway.-If
your sister's door is ajar, leaving an opening 6.0 cm wide,

your sister's bedroom

and your ear is about 1.5 m from the door as you_walk by,
for about how many centimeters of your walk
you be
able to hear the TV'whisde" (if you can at all)?-will

e3M.8 rhe

headrights on an approaching car are r..4
apart. At about what distance could you resolve them
being separate? Make appropriate estimates as needed.

*";t;;"r-,

v@)t'=Bcos'(r

ry)

te315)

where ,tr is the waves, wavelength, and B is some posi_
dve constant. (Remember that tie wave intensity is proportional to its squared amplitude.) you may *rrrr,"-th^t
ihe sinusoidal circular waves created by each slit have
approximately constant amplitude at all angles. (Hint: Aa
appropriate trigonometric identity might hilp. Note that
#b ,; d, the implitude of the sinusoidal circular waves
received from each slit will be roughly equal.)

m o'f;:,*!T:1ffif;i|L'St#])H,ffi?yJ:Hi:

as

s6t of width a ai a function of anlle

I(e) =

1*

fff

where

A

turns out to be

=

^T

(Q3'16)

'p
and *n""
and
I
is
the
waves'wavelength.
What
is the peak intensity
estimate the linear separation of two objects on Mars that
of the first fringe to the right or left of the central bright
can barely be resolved (a) by the naked eye and (b) the
Hubble terescope (whose main mirror is 1 m in diameter).

e3M.e Under idear conditions

ni,;:Sr,T:S,l."ffiif"".ft:*:l#:?::J3;::rfJ

'
Q3M.10 Let's guess that a person can distinguish between by trial and error or by using www.wolframalpha.com.)
letters of the alphabet if he or she can resolve features of
the letter rorrghty one-fourth the size of the letter. Let'sfQSO.3 Suppose we have a mask with N identical and
equally spaced slits. Argue that the constructive-interference
assume that in bright light, a person/s pupil is about 3 mm
angles are the same as for the two-slit interference pattern,
in diameter, and that the eye is most sensitive to light with
no matter what N might be. (Increasing the number of slits
a wavelength of 550 nm.
(a) What is the approximate.maximum distance that one makes the constructive interference peaks both brighter
and narrower, but does not affect their spacing.)
could read letters that are 3 mm high?
(b) The letters in headings CIWO-MINUTE PROBLEMS,
HOMEWORK PROBLEMS; exercise numbers, etc.) in Q3D.4 A fairly simple model enables us to predict the multiple angles in the single-slit pattem where we have comthis text are about this heighfl check your calculation
plete destructive interference. ]ust as we can model a single
by direct observation and report the results.
very n urow slit as a point-like source that creates circular
waves, let's model a wider slit as an evenly spaced set of
Q3M.11 The paintings of Georges Seurat consist of closely
N point-like sources that oscilLate in unison. Figure Q3.14
spaced small dots (=2 mm wide) of pure pigment. The
illustrates a L2-source model for the slit 0 chose N = 12)
illusion of blended colors occurs at least partly because the
because'it is divisible by many integers). The distance
pupils of the observer's eyes diffract light entering them.
between the sources is a/12, where a is the slit width, and
Estimate the appropriate distance from which to view such
the center of the slit is betwem source 6 and source 7.
a painting, considering the fact that art museluns are usuNow, consider waves moving from these sources
ally very well lit. (Adapted from Serway, Physics,3d ed.,
toward some distant point P where the interfering waves
Saunders, Philadelphia, 1990, p. 1096.)
' are observed. The lines along which these waves move
from each source will be almost exactly parallel if the disQ3M.12 kr J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings (volume 2,
tance to P is much larger than the slit's width. Let the angle
p. 32), Legolas the Elf claims to be able to accurately cor:nt
that these lines make with the horizontal direction be 0.
horsemen and discem their hair color (yellow) 5leagues
Draw a line perpendicular to the lines that go to P that
away on a bright sunny day. Make appropriate estimates
spans the slit's width as shown in the figure. The angle
and argue that Legolas must have very strange.looking
that this line makes with the vertical axis is then also 0. The
eyes, have some means of nonvisual perceptiory or have
distance marked s on the diagram will then be s = asin9.
iude a lucky guess. (1 league = 3.0 mi.)
Now, suppose the angle gis such thats = l. This merms
that the extra distance a wave has to travel from source 7 to
Derivations
P compared to what a wave has to travel from source L to P
is |,\. Therefore (assuming that the sources are identically
Q3D.1 Consider a two-slit interference experiment where
strong and qscillating in unison), the waves from source 1.
you measure the amplitude of the combined wave at
will be exactly canceled by those from source 7. Similarly,
points a certain constant distance D >> d from the center
the waves from source 2 will be canceled by those from
of two slits separated by distance d. Using the superposource 8, as well as those from 3 and9,4 and 10, 5 and
sition principle, show that the squared amplitude of the
1.1, and 6 and 12. So the contribution from each source is
combined wave as a function of 0is
exacfly canceled by that from another source, meaning there

